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As part of adopting the MiFID II European Directive, professionals in the financial
sector will have to ensure that their mobile voice, SMS and MMS communications are
recorded and stored for at least five years.

How does it work?

For who?
The solution is specifically aimed at financial organisations that are directly affected by the Directive.
However, although PSF-certified, our solution can be used by any company wishing to record its mobile
communications, notably as part of telephone transactions with clients: fiduciary/trustee, service company,
etc.

The Mobile Communication Recording solution in brief
The Mobile Communication Recording (MCR) solution is a recording, encryption and hosting solution
for the mobile communications of your fleet, which guarantees the recording of all voice, SMS and MMS
communications on all national and international mobile networks.
Once the solution is activated for each user (identification based on the telephone number, linked to a SIM
card), the manager of the mobile fleet can administer the solution autonomously: number activation or
deactivation and addition of filters which will ensure that employee privacy is respected.
To ensure data security, the communications are encrypted immediately and then stored on POSTS’s
high-security platforms. Data access is restrictive, exclusively reserved for your company’s designated
administrators, and is carried out through a management platform.
The solution is entirely hosted in POST’s data centres in Luxembourg, and in accordance with Luxembourg’s
Financial Sector Supervisory Commission’s (CCSF) Regulations, meaning that no confidential data will leave
the country.

If a call must be recorded, the intelligent network automatically directs the call to the server, dedicated
to your company’s recordings

, located in a POST data centre.

The voice channels of the two points of contact

are converted into encrypted MP3 data.
All relevant information such as the date, duration and telephone numbers (metadata) are included in the
MP3 file. To ensure data security, the MCR platform immediately encrypts all of the communication and its
metadata.

The encrypted recordings are archived

by following a principle of geo-redundancy which places
the files on two different POST servers in Luxembourg.

For consulting the recorded data, the four-eye principle is applied: at least two designated
administrators must give their agreement before access to the information is authorised. Only one
administrator from your company, one fleet manager or one auditor will be able to access the platform after
strong authentication (username + password + Luxtrust code) .

The advantages of the solution in brief

A secure platform
Confidentiality is guaranteed
thanks to the four-eye principle,
cryptography, symmetric data
encryption and authentication
with LuxTrust.
Simplicity and efficiency
The solution does not require any
change of SIM or application on
mobiles. Thanks to white and black
lists, the platform automatically
manages calls not to be recorded
and the points of contact
already informed of the
recording.

An international solution
If you make or receive a call from
a foreign mobile network, the
recording of communications
remains activated providing that
the foreign mobile network
benefits from a roaming
agreement.

Management autonomy
The configuration of white and
black lists and of the announcement
that the points of contact will hear,
as well as number activation
or deactivation, is done
autonomously by the
administrator.

Contact us
For more information, contact your account manager or
contact us at corporate.telecom@post.lu
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A Cloud solution
Data is recorded in our
Luxembourg data: your
confidential information does not
leave the country. To access it,
simply log in securely.

